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1.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Shabotik property is located wholly within Shabotik Township 
District of Thunder Bay, Ontario. It consists of 50 unpatented mining 
claims centered approximately on 85 degrees 24 minutes W, 48 degree^ 
53 minutes N (NTS Reference 42 C/14 NW). It is approximately 45 kr 
NNW of the town of White River, Ontario.

The property is accessible by means of a series of all weathei 
roads, specifically;

a) North along the North Regan Road from its junction wit! 
Highway 17, (which is approximately 30 km west of White River) for i 
distance of 19 km;

b) Then northwest along an unnamed gravel road for a distance of 
5 km;

c) Then northwest along a second unnamed gravel road to th( 
Kwinkwaga River (a distance of l km). The bridge has been'removed se 
the river must be forded with a 4-wheel drive vehicle;

d) Then 3 more km beyond the Kwinkwaga River along this road t^ 
the property.

2.0 GEOLOGY

As described in Laderoute (1989, 1990), the Shabotik property i? 
predominantly underlain by gneisses of approximately tonaliti* 
composition, related to the eastern margin of the Black Pic Gneis; 
Dome (M. Smyk, MNDM Thunder Bay, personal communication). However 
the gneisses are locally intruded by mafic and, to a lesser extent 
ultramafic intrusive rocks- specifically, hornblende-biotite-quart. 
gabbro and minor hornblendite. These intrusives are lobate 
irregularily configured and of relatively small surficial extent 
Evidence from diamond drilling, however, suggests that the gabbros a 4 
least may by much more volumetrically abundant than their surfac* 
expression indicates. The exact configuration and distribution o: 
these intrusive rocks is still poorly understood, given the liraitei 
amount of data available. Note that similar rocks have been locate' 
by H. Williams of the OGS in the vicinity of Manitouwadge, Ontario 
approximately 45 km to the northwest.

Detailed descriptions of the mafic and ultramafic intrusives an 
given in Laderoute (1989, 1990). In summary, biotite gabbro occurs a 
a small (i.e. < l square km) lobate intrusion in the approximate 
centre of the claim block; a second, dike-like biotite gabbro bod 
occurs about 600 m to the southwest. Both are medium to coarse
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grained and locally pegmatoidal, equigranular assemblages of 
plagioclase, biotite, hornblende, minor quartz and very minor 
pyroxene. It is unclear whether the hydrous mineralogy is 
predominantly primary or secondary; certainly some of the biotite at 
least is secondary after pyroxene. Minor fine-grained pyrite occurs 
as a disseminated, interstitial phase. No significant economic 
mineralization has been detected in the gabbro.

Hornblendite occurs as a single, very small (i.e. approximately 
100 square metres) body near, but separate from, the eastern margin of 
the main gabbro body. Given that pods of similar material up to 2 m 
in size are seen to occur elsewhere within the gabbro, it is assumed 
that the hornblendite is related to the gabbro in some way i.e. as a 
fractionation product or an otherwise genetically related magma. That 
it is chemically distinct from the gabbro is indicated by its 
generally higher MgO and Ni contents, both of which are in the 
ultramafic concentration range for an unmineralized igneous rock. It 
comprises essentially medium grained, equigranular hornblende and 
minor biotite. The zone of primary economic interest on the property 
t i.e. the "East" or "Main" Zone), which comprises a narrow (i.e. ^m 
wide) pod of sulphide mineralization, approximately 35 m in length, 
containing up to 2.44 ife Cu, 1.00% Ni, 3050 ppm Pt and 1125 ppm Pd, is 
hosted along the western margin of this hornblendite body.

It is suggested that the East Zone sulphides are the result of 
contamination of a mafic to ultramafic magma by siliceous country rock 
(i.e. the gneiss). Evidence for this is the presence of a complex 
zone of brecciation in the vicinity of the Zone, with fragments of 
gneissic material being incorporated within the intrusive rocks. This 
contamination increased the silica content of the ultramafic liquid, 
lowering sulphur solubility and causing the precipitation of Fe- 
sulphide minerals; these in turn scavenged highly chalcophile elements 
such as Cu, Ni and PGE from the magma as they segregated. However, 
the volume of rock over which these conditions occurred was apparently 
quite small i.e. a few hundred cubic metres- hence the small size of 
the East Zone.

The only other rock unit of significance on the Shabotik property 
is a diabase dyke in the extreme northeastern corner of the claim 
block. Interpreted from geophysical evidence, this unit apparently 
strikes approximately northwest, but is not exposed. Structurally, 
the property is dominated by gneissic fabric striking at approximately 
80 degrees. No other fabric elements of consequence are observed. An 
ENE-striking fault, represented as a pronounced topographic lineament, 
traverses the southern portion of the claim group.



3.0 WORK DONE

Previous work (Laderoute, 1989, 1990) determined that the East 
Zone, while of interest from an academic point of view, was not 
sufficiently large to be of economic significance. Instead, it was 
taken as being indicative of the operation of favourable processes for 
the concentration of economically interesting mineralization. 
Therefore, the property was examined by geological mapping and 
geophysical survey (i.e. ground magnetometer, VLF and IP). Based on 
the results of this, no similar zones of Cu-Ni-PGE mineralization 
were located on the property; furthermore, geophysical evidence 
(particularily IP) ruled out the occurrence of similar zones to a 
depth of approximately 100 m. It was suggested (Laderoute, 1990) that 
the property could be tested below that depth (i.e. to approximately 
300 m depth) by means of a geophysical method such as UTEM or pulse EM 
(PBM). However, no such survey was conducted, and the property was 
returned to the vendors.

In early July 1991, Gilles Gionet contracted the author to 
 conduct a PEM survey over a selected portion of the property in order 
to assess the potential for more East Zone type mineralization to 
depths below 100 m. In turn, Crone Geophysics and Exploration Ltd. 
was sub-contracted to carry out the survey. During the period 27-28 
July 1991, Crone conducted a PEM survey over that portion of the 
Shabotik property defined by L6E to L10E, 2+75S to 2+75N, inclusive 
(i.e. centred on the East Zone). It was decided that this would give 
optimum coverage of the highest potential area, based on previous 
work, given the limitations of the budget. Technical details of the 
survey are given in Appendix A.

4.0 RESULTS

Survey data, maps and profiles,, and details of the results of the 
survey are given in Appendix A. In summary, no significant PEM 
response was detected, effectively ruling out both any depth extension 
to the East Zone mineralization, and the occurrence of any other, 
similar bodies of mineralization, to a depth of at least 300 m, within 
the confines of the survey area.

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Although no further exploration work on the East Zone is 
recommended, it is suggested that the mineralization be studied to 
determine its exact nature and genesis, in order to construct a model 
for the exploration for similar mineralization in other areas (this 
could be best accomplished by an academic study, such as that 
conducted by a graduate student using university funding). This point 
is emphasized in light of the occurrence of similar gabbro intrusions
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in the Manitouwadge area. By the same token, future prospectii 
should concentrate on the area between Shabotik Township ai 
Manitouwadge, to look for more, and examine known, gabbro/hornblendil 
intrusions which may contain Cu-Ni-PGE mineralization. For examplf 
the area surrounding Bulldozer Lake, northwest of Shabotik Townshii 
exhibits an anomalously strong aeromagnetic response, which may td 
indicative of a large body of Fe-rich rock. Prospecting of this an 
could determine the nature of this anomalous response.
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION

I, David G. Laderoute, of 46 Taylor Drive, Thunder Bay, Ontario, 
P7C 4T9, do hereby certify:

1. That I possess the degree of Master of Science in Geology 
from Lakehead University, Thunder Bay, Ontario;

2. That I am a Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada;

3. That I have been practicing ray profession continuously for 
eight years;

4. That the contents of this report are based on personal 
observation of the subject property, and on personal examination of 
data pertaining to the subject property; and

5. That I hold no interest, direct or indirect, in the subject 
property, nor do I expect to receive any interest, direct or indirect, 
in the subject property.

Signed this 27th day of August, 1991, in Jellicoe, Ontario.

David G. Laderoute, M.Se., F.G.A.C.
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Gilles Gionet

In Loop PEN Survey

Shabotik River, White River Area, Ontario

Crone Geophysics 6 Exploration Ltd.

July 27-28, 1991

Ken Nurse, Geophysicist

Dave Watson, Geophysicist

^Report For: 
F 
Covering:

Property: 

Survey By: 

Survey Dates: 

Survey Operator: 

Report By: 

GENERAL:

The operator's field report and system description 
appendix describes the PEM system, and logistics for the survey. 
This report briefly discusses the results of the survey. The 
purpose of the survey was to determine if the small sulphide 
showing on surface continued at depth. Since the showing at 
surface is small in width and strike, it was decided to perform 
an in loop survey so that coupling to a pipe-like conductor would 
be maximized. A massive sulphide conductor in the form of a pipe 
should show as a good conductor with the in loop survey.

Brief Discussion of the Result

Both the horizontal and vertical components of the 
secondary magnetic field were read and recorded at 25 metre 
intervals. These data were plotted in individual profiles, 
profile on plan and contoured in both line and colour formats. 
These profiles and maps accompany the report.

No significant EM conductor which could be attributed to 
massive sulphides was detected with the survey. The responses 
that are evident are due to weakly conductive overburden and the 
system response shows a weak cross-over on the horizontal 
component near the centre of the transmitter loop. The higher 
responses near the south edge of the transmit loop are due to the 
effect of the transmitter loop and not due to a massive sulphide 
body. This response occurs on only the early channels. A massive 
sulphide conductor would respond on the later channels as well.

In summary no drill targets have been identified from the 
PEM survey. The depth of exploration for a massive sulphide 
target of economic size would be in the order of 200 to 300 
metres.

Respectfully submitted ^
Dave Watson 
Geophysicist



Field Report

Field Report For

Covering

Property

Survey by

Survey Period 

Report by

: Gilles Gionet

: In Loop PBM Surface Survey

: Shabotik River, 
White River area, Ontario

: Crone Geophysics fi Exploration Ltd. 
Mississauga, Ont.

: July 27 - 28, 1991 

: Ken Nurse

David Laderoute, consulting for Gilles Gionet, contracted 
Crone Geophysics and Exploration to perform approximately three 
kilometres of surface PBM about a surface sulphide showing one 
half an hour northwest of White River, Ontario. To effectively 
energize anything in the area, a large in-loop survey method was 
utilized centered about the showing. Since the geological 
structure of the area is uncertain, the baseline was also 
surveyed within the loop. A station separation of 25m was used.

No problems were encountered and the survey went quickly due 
to excellent grid conditions and access.



Aendix i Surve

Transmitter Settings
2000 Watt PBM Transmitter 
Tine base: 8.33 msecs 
Ramp Time: 1.5 msecs

Receiver Settings! Digital PBM Rx 1104 
l of Channels: 16 
Stacking: 1024-2048 
ZTS: 1489 usecs 
Coil Delay: 90 usecs

map)
l 600m by 600m loop enclosing survey area 

3-I-OOS/3-I-OON 5+OOE/ll+OOE 
10 gauge wire 
13 amp peak current

Surveyed Area; Lines Surveyed 
Line i Portion Surveved

6+OOW
7+OOW
8+OOW
9+OOW

10+OOW
0+00

2+7 5S to
2+7 5S to
2+75S to
2+75S to
0+00 to
5+2 5E to

2+7 5N
2+7 5N
2+7 5N
2+50N
2+75N
10+75E

Loops Used
1
1
1
1
1
1

Survey Crew:
Ken Nurse, Ted Anderson and Pat Atkinson
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CRONE GEOPHYSICS 6c EXPLORATION LTD
SURFACE

Client 
Grid 
Date
Time Base 
Ramp Time 
# Channels 
Sync Type 
Loop Size 
Current

Gil Gionet 
Shabotik River
Jul 28, 1991
8.33 ms
1.50 ms
16
Radio
600m X 600m
13 Amps

Line 
Tx Loop 
File name 
t Readings 
Stn Units 
Coil Area 
Polarity 
Receiver 
Operator

Baseline 
l 6x6
LON1.PEM 
46
Metric 
4000 sg m
t
Digital #104 
Ken Nurse

Loop Coordinates (X,Y,Z) 
1. 500m, 300m, Om 
3. 500m, -300m, Om

Channel Times (usec)
Ch Start End Center Ch Start

2. 1100m, 300m, Om 
4. 1100m, -300m, Om

pp
3
6
9

12
15

-198
131
292
639

1395
3046

-99
171
378
828

1809
3951

-149
151
335
733

1602
3498

1
4
7

10
13
16

76
171
378
828

1809
3951

End Center
104 90
225 198
490 434

1075 952
2348 2078
5121 4536

Ch Start End Center
2 104 131 117
5 225 292 259
8 490 639 565

11 1075 1395 1235
14 2348 3046 2697

General Comments 
In loop survey.



CRONE GEOPHYSICS fc EXPLORATION LTD
SURFACE IE* E M

Client : Gil Gionet
Grid : Shabotik River
Date : Jul 28, 1991

Line : Baseline
Tx Loop : l 6x6
File name : LON1.PEM

IN-LINE HORIZONTAL COMPONENT dBx/dt nanoTesla/sec - 16 channels 
Scale: 1:2500

-103



CRONE GEOPHYSICS EXPLORATION LTD

Client
Grid
Date

: Gil Gionet
: Shabotik River
: Jul 28, 1991

Line : Baseline
Tx Loop : l 6x6
File name : LON1.PEM

Scale:
VERTICAL COMPONENT dBz/dt nanoTesla/sec - 16 channels 

1:2500
-103 -102 -10 103

525E 

530E 

373E 

600E 

625E 

650E 

675E

7ZSC

750E

775E

880E

885E

8S0E

875E

900E

935E

950E

973E

1000E

1085E

10S0E

1075E



CRONE GEOPHYSICS S EXPLORATION LTD
SURFACE

)

Client 
Grid 
Date
Time Base 
Ramp Time 
# Channels 
Sync Type 
Loop Size 
Current

Gil Gionet 
Shabotik River
Jul 27, 1991
8.33 ma
1.50 ms
16
Radio
600m X 600m
13 Amps

Line 
Tx Loop 
File name 
f Readings 
Stn Units 
Coil Area 
Polarity 
Receiver 
Operator

6+OOE 
l 6x6
L600E1.PEM 
46
Metric 
4000 sg m
*
Digital #104 
Ken Nurse

Loop Coordinates (X,Y,Z) 
1. 500m, 300m, Om 
3. 500m, -300m, Om

2. 1100m, 300m, Om 
4. 1100m, -300m, Om

Channel Times (usec) 
Ch Start End Center Ch Start End Center
P
3
6
9

-198
131
292
639

-99
171
378
828

-149
151
335
733

1
4
7

10

76
171
378
828

104
225
490

1075

90
198
434
952

2
5
8

11
12 1395 1809 1602
15 3046 3951 3498

General Comments 
In loop survey.

13 1809 2348 2078
16 3951 5121 4536

Ch Start End Center
104 131 - 117
225 292 259
490 639 565

1075 1395 1235
14 2348 3046 2697



CRONE GEOPHYSICS Se EXPLORATION LTD
SURFACE

Client : Gil Gionet
Grid : Shabotik River
Date : Jul 27, 1991

Line : 6+OOE
Tx Loop : l 6x6
File name : L600E1.PEM

IN-LINE HORIZONTAL COMPONENT dBx/dt nanoTesla/aec - 16 channels 
Scale: 1:2500

-103 -102 •M03

275S 

h 330S

aass

800S 

175S 

150S

less 

lees

75S 

50S 

25S

0N

SSN

50N

75N

180S

125N

150N

175N

200N

325N

8S0N



CRONE GEOPHYSICS Se EXPLORATION LTD
SURFACE E* EM

Client : Gil Gionet
Grid : Shabotik River
Date : Jul 27, 1991

Line : 6+OOE
Tx Loop : l 6x6
File name : L600E1.PEM

VERTICAL COMPONENT dBz/dt nanoTesla/sec - 16 channels 
Scale: 1:2500

-103 -102 -10 103

275S

ases

285S

800S

175S

1S6S

125S

100S

75S

S0S

ass

0N

75N 

100N

1S0N 

175N 

800N



CRONE GEOPHYSICS Se EXPLORATION LTD
SURFACE f EM

Client 
Grid 
Date
Time Base 
Ramp Time 
# Channels 
Sync Type 
Loop Size 
Current

Gil Gionet 
Shabotik River
Jul 27, 1991
8.33 ms
1.50 ms
16
Radio
600m X 600m
13 Amps

Line 
Tx Loop 
File name 
i Readings 
Stn Units 
Coil Area 
Polarity 
Receiver 
Operator

7+OOE 
l 6x6
L700E1.PEM
46
Metric
4000 sg m
*
Digital 1104
Ken Nurse

Loop Coordinates (X,Y,Z) 
1. 500m, 300m, Om 
3. 500m, -300m, Om

Channel Times (usec)
Ch Start End Center Ch Start

2. 1100m, 300m, Om 
4. 1100m, -300m, Om

pp
3
6
9

12
15

-198
131
292
639

1395
3046

-99
171
378
828

1809
3951

-149
151
335
733

1602
3498

1
4
7

10
13
16

76
171
378
628

1809
3951

End Center
104 90
225 198
490 434

1075 952
2348 2078
5121 4536

Ch Start End Center
2 104 131 117
5 225 292 259
8 490 639 565

11 1075 1395 1235
14 2348 3046 2697

General Comments 
In loop survey,



CRONE GEOPHYSICS 6c EXPLORATION LTD
- -"J.*-*

Client
Grid
Date

: Gil Gionet
: Shabotik River
: Jul 27, 1991

PEM

Line 
Tx Loop 
File name

7+OOE 
l 6x6
L700E1.PEM

IN-LINE HORIZONTAL COMPONENT dBx/dt nanoTeala/sec - 16 channels
Scale: 1:2500

-103



CRONE GEOPHYSICS Se EXPLORATION LTD
SURFACE J? EM

Client : Gil Gionet
Grid : Shabotik River
Date : Jul 27, 1991

Line : 7+OOE
Tx Loop : l 6x6
File name : L700E1.PEM

Scale:
VERTICAL COMPONENT dBz/dt nanoTesla/sec - 16 channels 

1:2500
-103 -102 -10

275S

250s

225S 

800S 

175S 

150S

i ass

100S 

75S 

S0S 

25S

0N 

ESN 

50N 

75N 

188N 

125N 

•150N 

175N 

200N 

225N

275N
; H'.'.yfc,:



CRONE GEOPHYSICS b EXPLORATION LTD
SURFACE

Client 
Grid 
Date
Time Base 
Ramp Time 
l Channels 
Sync Type 
Loop Size 
Current

: Gil Gionet 
Shabotik River 
Jul 27, 1991 
8.33 ms 
l.SO ms 
16
Radio
600m X 600m 
13 Amps

Loop Coordinates (X,Y,Z) 
1. 500m, 300m, Oro 
3. 500m, -300m, Om

Channel Times (usec)
Ch Start End Center
PP -198 -99 -149
3 131 171 151
6 292 378 335
9 639 828 733

12 1395 1809 1602
15 3046 3951 3498

General Comments 
In loop survey.

l
4
7

10

Line 
Tx Loop 
File name 
l Readings 
Stn Units 
Coil Area 
Polarity 
Receiver 
Operator

8 + OOE 
l 6x6
L800E1.PEM
46
Metric
4000 sq m
*
Digital #104
Ken Nurse

2. 1100m, 300m, Om 
4. 1100m, -300m, Om

Ch Start
76

171
378
828

13 1809
16 3951

End Center
104 90
225 198
490 434

1075 952
2348 2078
5121 4536

Ch Start End Center
2 104 131 117
5 225 292 259
8 490 639 565

11 1075 1395 1235
14 2348 3046 2697



CRONE GEOPHYSICS fc EXPLORATION LTD

Client
Grid
Date

: Gil Gionet
: Shabotik River
: Jul 27, 1991

Line : 8+OOE
Tx Loop : l 6x6
File name : L800E1.PEM

IN-LINE HORIZONTAL COMPONENT dBx/dt nanoTeala/sec - 16 channels 
Scale: 1:2500

-103 103



CRONE GEOPHYSICS 6c EXPLORATION LTD

Client
Grid
Date

: Gil Gionet:
: Shabotik River
: Jul 27, 1991

Line : 8 + OOE
Tx Loop : l 6x6
File name : L800E1.PEM

VERTICAL COMPONENT dBz/dt nanoTesla/aec - 16 channels 
Scale: 1:2500

-103 -102 -10 + 103

275S

ases

385S

sees

1?5S 

150S

i ass 

tees

75S

S0S

25S

0N

25N

50N

75N

100N

185N

150N

175N

235N 

250N 

273N



CRONE GEOPHYSICS fc EXPLORATION LTD
SURFACE

Client 
Grid 
Date
Time Base 
Ramp Time 
# Channels 
Sync Type 
Loop Size 
Current

Gil Gionet 
Shabotik River
Jul 28, 1991
8.33 ins
1.50 ms
16
Radio
600m X 600m
13 Amps

Line 
Tx Loop 
File name 
# Readings 
Stn Units 
Coil Area 
Polarity 
Receiver 
Operator

9 + OOE 
l 6x6
L900E1.PEM
44
Metric
4000 sq m
+
Digital #104
Ken Nurse

Loop Coordinates (X,Y,Z) 
1. 500m, 300m, Om 
3. 500m, -300m, Om

Channel Times (usec)
Ch Start End Center Ch Start

2. 1100m, 300m, Om 
4. 1100m, -300m, Om

PP -198 
3 131 
6 292 
9

12
15

-99 -149
171 151
378 335

639 828 733
1395 1809 1602
3046 3951 3498

l
4
7

10

76
171
378
828

13 1809
16 3951

End Center
104 90
225 198
490 434

1075 952
2348 2078
5121 4536

Ch Start End Center
2 104 131 117
5 225 292 259
8 490 639 565

11 1075 1395 1235
14 2348 3046 2697

General Comments 
In loop survey.

-•m



CRONE GEOPHYSICS fc EXPLORATION LTD

• Client 
Grid 
Date

: Gil Gionet
: Shabotik River
: Jul 28, 1991

Line : 9+OOE
Tx Loop : l 6x6
File name : L900E1.PEM

IN-LINE HORIZONTAL COMPONENT dBx/dt nanoTesla/sec - 16 channels
Scale: 1:2500

-103 102 H03



CRONE GEOPHYSICS Se EXPLORATION LTD
SURFACE

Client : Gil Gionet
Grid : Shabotik River
Date : Jul 28, 1991

Line 
Tx Loop 
File name

9 + OOE 
l 6x6
L900E1.PEM

VERTICAL COMPONENT dBz/dt nanoTesla/sec - 16 channels
Scale: 1:2500

-103 -102 -10 103

350S

200S 

175S 

150S

less 

lees

75S 

SQS 

25S

8N

25N

58N

75N

100N

125N

150N

I75N

200N

28SN

250N



CRONE GEOPHYSICS fc EXPLORATION LTD
SUI* 15* A. C13

Client 
Grid 
Date
Time Base 
Ramp Time 
# Channels 
Sync Type 
Loop Size 
Current

Gil Gionet 
Shabotik River
Jul 28, 1991
8.33 ms
1.50 ms
16
Radio
600m X 600m
13 Amps

Line 
Tx Loop 
File name 
# Readings 
Stn Units 
Coil Area 
Polarity 
Receiver 
Operator

10+OOE 
l 6x6
L1000E1.PEM
24
Metric
4000 sq m
*
Digital 1104
Ken Nurse

Loop Coordinates (X,Y,Z) 
1. 500m, 300m, Om 
3. 500m, -300m, Om

Channel Times (usec)
Ch Start End Center Ch Start
PP -198 -99 -149 l 76
3 131 171 151 4 171
6 292 378 335 7 378
9 639 828 733 10 828

12 1395 1809 1602 13 1809
15 3046 3951 3498 16 3951

General Comments 
In loop survey.

2. 1100m, 300m, Om 
4. 1100m, -300m, Om

End Center
104 90
225 198
490 434

1075 952
2348 2078
5121 4536

Ch Start End Center
2 104 131 117
5 225 292 259
8 490 639 565

11 1075 1395 1235
14 2348 3046 2697
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CRONE GEOPHYSICS Se EXPLORATION LTD

Client
Grid
Date

: Gil Gionet
: Shabotik River
: Jul 28, 1991

Line : 10+OOE
Tx Loop : l 6x6
File name : LlOOOEl.PEM

IN-LINE HORIZONTAL COMPONENT dBx/dt nanoTesla/sec - 16 channels 
Scale: 1:2500

-103 ne2 ne3



CRONE GEOPHYSICS & EXPLORATION LTD

Client
Grid
Date

Gil Gionet 
Shabotik River
Jul 28, 1991

Line 
Tx Loop 
File name

10+OOE 
l 6x6
L1000E1.PEM

VERTICAL COMPONENT dBz/dt nanoTesla/sec - 16 channels
Scale: 1:2500

-103 -102 103

8N

85N

50N

75N

teen

150H 

175N 

880N 

225N 

258N 

275N
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APPENDIX!

CRONE PULSE EM SYSTEM

I......,.................,. System Description
II......................... Survey Methods
III........................ Equipment



PULSE EM SYSTEM
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J I- BVSTEM PESCRIRTIOM

OVERVIEW

The Crone Pulse EM system is a time domain 
electromagnetic method (TDEM) that . utilizes an 
alternating pulsed primary current with a controlled 
shut-off and measures the rate of decay of the induced 
secondary field across a series of time windows during 
the off-time. The system uses a transmit loop of any size 
or shape. A portable power source feeds a transmitter 
which provides a precise current waveform through the 
loop. The receiver apparatus is moved along surface lines 
or down boreholes.

The transmitter cycle consists of slowly increasing the 
current over a few milliseconds, a constant current, 
abrupt linear termination of the current, and finally 
zero current for a selected length of time in 
milliseconds. The EMF created by the shutting-off of the 
current induces eddy currents in nearby conductive 
material thus setting-up a secondary magnetic field. When 
the primary field is terminated, this magnetic field will 
decay with time. The amplitude of the secondary field and 
the decay rate are dependent on the quality and size of 
the conductor. The receiver, which is synchronized to the 
off-time of the transmitter, measures this transient 
magnetic field where it cuts the surface coil or borehole 
probe. These readings are across fixed time windows or 
"channels". .

RAMP T IRES
The term "ramp time" refers to the controlled shut-off of 
the transmitter current. Three ramp times are selectable 
by the operator; 0.5ms, 1.0ms, and 1.5ms. By controlling 
the shut-off rather than having it depend on the loop 
size and current ensures that the same waveform is 
maintained for different loops so data can be properly 
compared.

The 1.5ms ramp is the normally used setting for good 
conductors. It keeps the early channel responses on scale 
and decreases the chance of overload. The faster ramp 
times of 1.0ms and 0.5ms will enhance the early time 
responses. This can be useful for weak conductors when 
data from the higher end of the frequency spectrum is 
desired.

- appendix: page l -
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5
*5 

—1
2=1.1

FIGURE 1: Typical operation of fixed loop TDEM systems. 
J Jirff trunJfc loop is placed to best couple vith conductive bodies, is the torrent in the transsit loop is shut 
off, eddy cwrat* ara induced in tie conductor. Vnen the current is zero tiff secondary field begins to decay, and 
H is this rate of decay vbicb is leasared by the borehole probe or the surface coil.
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TIME BASES
The "time base" is the length of time the transmitter 
current is off (it includes the ramp time). This also 
equals the on time of the current. Eight time bases are 
selectable by the operator. They include the original 
time bases used in the analog system as well as time 
bases to eliminate the effects of power line interference. 
The eight time bases are as follows:
- compatible to analog Rx: 10.89ms

21.79ms
- 60hz powerline noise reduction: 8.33ms

16.66ms 
33.33ms

- 50hz powerline noise reduction: 10,00ms
20.00ms
30.00ms

Since readings are taken during the off cycles, the time 
base will have an effect on the receiver channels. 
Normally a standard time base is selected for the type of 
system and survey being used, but this can be changed to 
suit a particular situation. A longer time base is 
preferred for conductors of greater time constants, and 
in surveys such as resistive soundings where more 
channels are desired.

ZERO TIME SET
The term "zero time set" or "ZTS" refers to the starting 
point for the receiver channel measurements. It is 
manually set on the receiver by the operator thus 
allowing adjustments for the ramp times and fine tuning 
for any fluctuations in the transmitter signal.

RECEIVER CHANNELS
The rate of decay of the secondary field is measured 
across fixed time windows which occupy most of the off- 
time of the transmitter. These time windows are referred 
to as "channels". These channels are numbered in sequence 
with "l" being the earliest. The analog and datalogger 
receivers measured eight fixed channels. The digital 
receiver, being under software control, offers more 
flexibility in the channel positioning, channel width, 
and number of channels.

- appendix: page 3 -
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•CYCL.C-

.CURRENT ON —,, 
(TXnC BABE)

off.
XTXI-IC BASK)

4——CMAIMNCt-8-

FIGURE 2: PEM transmitter current waveform and receiver 
measuremen t s.

PP CHANNEL
The PEM system monitors the primary field by taking a 
measurement during the current ramp and storing this 
information in a "PP channel". This means that data can 
be presented in either normalized or unnormalized 
formats, and additional information is available during 
interpretation. The PP channel data can provide useful 
diagnostic information and helps avoid critical errors in 
field polarity.

SYNCHRONIZATION
Since the PEM system measures the secondary field in the 
absence of the primary field, the receiver must be in 
"sync" with the transmitter to read during the off-time. 
There are three synchronization methods available: cable 
connection, radio telemetry, and crystal clock. This 
flexibility enhances the operational capabilities of the 
system.
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II. SURVEV METHODS

The wide frequency spectrum of data produced by a Pulse 
EM survey can be used to provide structural geological 
information as well as the direct detection of conductive 
or conductive associated ore deposits. The various types 
of survey methods, from surface and borehole, have 
greatly improved the chances of success in deep 
exploration programs. There are eight basic profiling 
methods as well as a resistivity sounding mode.

MOVING COIL
A small, multi-turn transmitter loop (13.7m diameter) is 
moved for each reading while the receiver remains a fixed 
distance away. This method is ideal for quick 
reconnaissance in areas of high background conductivity.

MOVING LOOP

M OVING

LARGE

Same as Moving Coil method, but with a larger transmit 
loop ( 100 to 300 meters square ) . This method provides 
deeper penetration in areas of high background 
conductivity, and works best for near-vertical 
conductors. This method can be used in conjunction with 
the Moving In-loop survey for increased sensitivity to 
horizontal conductors.

A transmit loop of size 100 to 300 meters square is moved 
for each reading while the receiver remains at the center 
of the loop. This method provides deep penetration in 
areas of very high background conductivity, and works 
best for near-horizontal conductors. It can be used in 
conjunction with the Moving Loop survey.

A very large, stationary transmit loop (800m square or 
more) is used, and survey lines are run inside the loop. 
This mode provides very deep penetration (700m or more) 
and couples best with shallow dip conductors ^45 deg.) 
under the loop.

- appendix: page 6 -
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DEEPEN
A large, stationary transmit loop is used, and survey 
lines are run outside the loop. This mode provides very 
deep penetration, and couples best with steeply dipping 
conductors (M5 deg.) outside the loop.

ISOLATED BOREHOLE
A drill hole is surveyed by lowering a probe down a hole 
and surveying it with a number of transmit loops laid out 
on surface. The data from multiple loops gives 
directional information on the conductors. This method 
has detected conductors to depths of 2500m from surface 
and up to 200m from the hole.

MULTIPLE BOREHOLE
One large transmit loop is used to survey a number of 
closely spaced holes. The change in anomaly from hole to 
hole provides directional information. The method has 
detected conductors to depths of 2500m from surface and 
up to 200m from the hole.

^ UNDERPROUND BOREHOLE
One large transmit loop is used to survey a number of 
exploration holes drilled from underground mine workings. 
Near-horizontal holes can be surveyed using our push-rod 
system. The change in anomaly from hole to hole provides 
directional information.

RESISTIVITY SOUNDINGS
By measuring a large number of channels along a profile 
outside a transmit loop, it is possible to track the 
downward and outward velocity of the "ring currents" and 
determine from this an apparent conductivity section.

A single station decay curve analysis can also be 
preformed either inside or outside a loop, giving a best- 
fit layer earth model.

- appendix: page 7 -
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III- JEQUIRMEMT

TRANSMIT LOOPS
The PBM system can operate with practically any size of 
transmit loop, from a multi-turn circular loop 13.7m in 
diameter, to a l or 2 turn loop of any shape up to l or 
2 kilometers square using standard insulated copper wire 
of 10 or 12 gauge. The multi-turn loop is made in two 
sections with screw connectors. The 10 or 12 gauge loop 
wire comes on spools in either 300m or 400m lengths. The 
spools can be mounted on packframe winders for laying out 
or retrieving.

POWER SUPPLY
The PEM system operates with an input voltage from 24v to 
120v. A 20amp7hr 24v battery can be used for low power 
surveys where portability is important. Higher power 
surveys use a motor generator and voltage regulator to 
provide input voltage up to 120v. The generator is always 
connected to a voltage regulator which controls and 
filters the output. The equipment now in use for most 
surveys is a variable voltage regulator and a 4.5hp, 
2000w motor generator.

Specifications: 2OOOw PEM Motor Generator
- 4.5 hp Wisconsin, 4 cycle engine
- belt drive to D. C. alternator
- cable output to regulator
- maximum output: 120v t 30amp
- fuse type overload protection
- steel frame
- external gas tank
- unit weight: 33kg
- optional packframe
- wooden shipping box '
- shipping weight: 47kg

Specifications: PEM Variable Voltage Regulator
- selectable voltage between 24v and 120v
- 20amp maximum -current
- fuse and internal circuit breaker protection
- cable connections to motor generator and 

transmitter
- anodized aluminum case
- unit weight 10kg; shipping weight 18kg
- padded wooden shipping box

- appendix: page 8 -
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TRANSMITTER
The transmitter controls the bi-polar on-of f waveform and 
linear current shut-off ramp. The latest 2000w PEM 
Transmitter has the following specifications:

Specifications: 20OOw PEM Transmitter
- time bases: 10.89ms, 21.79ms, 8.88ms, 16.66ms, 

33.33ms, 10ms, 20ms, 30ms
- ramp times: 0.5ms, 1.0ms, 1.5ms
- operating voltage: 24v to 120v
- output current: 5amp to 20amp
- monitors for input voltage, output current, shut- 

off ramp, tx loop continuity, instrument 
temperature, and overload output current

- automatic shut-off for open loop, high instrument 
temperature, and overload

- fuse and circuit breaker overload protection
- three sync modes: 1) built-in radio and antenna

2) cable sync output for direct 
wire link to receiver or remote 
radio
3) connectors for optional 
crystal clock

- anodized aluminum case
- optional packframe
- unit weight 12.5kg; shipping weight 22kg
- padded wooden shipping box

is
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RECEIVER
The receivers measure the rate of decay of the secondary 
field across several time channels. Three types of 
receivers are available with the PEM system: Analog Rx, 
Datalogger Rx, and Digital Rx. The Analog Rx and 
Datalogger Rx read eight fixed time channels while the 
Digital Rx, under software control, offers a variety of 
channel configurations. The Digital Rx has been used in 
the field for contract surveys since 1987.

Specifications! Digital PEM Receiver
- operating temperature -40 e C to 50 e C
- optional packframe
- unit weight 15kg; shipping weight 25.5kg
- padded wooden shipping box 

Hardware:
- 24v rechargeable gel cell battery supply
- two CMOS microprocessors (NSC800)
- alphanumeric keyboard
- 2 x 16 character cold weather display
- 16 x 40 character (256 x 128 pixels graphic) 
display

- 64k byte solid state memory storage
- cable, radio or crystal clock synchronization
- RS-232 serial I/O 

Sampling process features:
- 16 bit A/D conversion
- digital recording of data in nano-tesla/sec
- rejection of atmospheric noise samples based on 

digital threshold detection
- automatic gain control to optimize receiver

signal to noise ratio
Menu driven operating software system offering the 
following functions:

- controls channel positions, channel widths, and 
number of channels using a basic slice of 4.5nsec

- time bases: 10.89ms, 21.79ms, 8.88ms, 16.66ms, 
33.33ms, 10ms, 20ms, and 30ms

- ramp time selectable in 4.5iasec steps
- sample stacking from 512 to 65536
- scrolling routines for viewing data
- graphic display of decay curve and profile with 
various plotting options

- routines for memory management
- control of data transmission
- provides information on instrument and operating 

status
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SYNC EQUIPMENT
There are three modes of synchronization available; radio 
and cable sync are standard and crystal sync is optional. 
The radio sync signal can be transmitted through a 
booster antenna from either the PEM Transmitter internal 
radio or through a Remote Radio.

Specifications: Sync Cable
- 2 conductor, 24awg, teflon coated
- approx. 900m per aluminum spool with connectors

Specifications: Remote Radio
- operating frequency 27.12mhz
- 12v rechargeable gel cell battery supply
- fuse protection
- sync wire link to transmitter
- coaxial link to booster antenna
- anodized aluminum case
- unit weight 2.7kg

Specifications: Boaster Antenna
- 8m, 4 section aluminum mast
- guide rope support
- * wave CB fiberglass antenna
- range up to 2km
- coaxial connection to transmitter or remote radio

Specification: Crystal Clacks
- heat stabilized crystals
- 24v rechargeable gel cell battery supply
- anodized aluminum case
- rx unit can be separate or housed in the receiver
- outlet for external supplementary battery supply

v?)
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SURFACE PEM RECEIVE COIL
The Surface PEM Receive Coil picks up the EM field to be 
measured by the receiver. The coil is mounted on a tripod 
that can be positioned to take readings of any component 
of the field.

Specifications: Surface PEM Receive Coil
- ferrite core antenna
- built-in preamplifier
- VLF filter .
- 10khz bandwidth
- 23:1 amplifier gain
- two 9v transistor battery supply
- tripod adjustable to all planes
- unit weight 4.5kg; shipping weight 13.5kg
- padded wooden shipping box

BOREHOLE PEM RECEIVE PROBE
The probe is the ferrite core antenna that is lowered 
down a drill hole. It detects the in-line component of 
the EM field that will then be measured by the receiver.

Specifications: Borehole PEM Receive Probe
- ferrite core
- built-in preamplifier
- dimensions: length - 1.6m; dia - 3.02cm (3.15cm 

for high pressure tested probes)
- internal rechargeable ni-cad battery supply

replaceable heat shrink tubing for abrasion 
protection

- pressure tested for depths 1300m, 2000m, and 2800m
- packaged in padded cover and aluminum tube
- shipped in padded wooden box; total weight 17kg
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BOREHOLE EOREHOLE QUIPMENT
To lower the probe down a drill hole requires a cable and 
spool, winch assembly frame and cable counter. Borehole 
surveys also require equipment to "dummy probe" the hole 
before doing the survey.

Specifications: Borehole Cable
- two conductor shielded cable
- kevlar strengthened
- lengths are available up to 2600m on three sizes 

of spools.
- shipped in wooden box

Specifications: Slip Ring
attaches to side of borehole cable spool 

providing a connection to the receiver while 
allowing the spool to turn.

- VLF filter
- pure silver contacts

Specifications: Borehole Frame
- welded aluminum frame
- removable axle
- chain driven, 3 speed gear box
- hand or optional power winding
- hand brake and lock
- two sizes: standard for up to 1300m cable; larger 

for longer cables
- shipped in wooden box

Specifications: Borehole Counter
- attaches to the drill hole casing
- calibrated in meters
- shipped in wooden box; total weight 13kg

Specifications: Dummy Probe and Cable
- solid steel or steel pipe
- same dimensions as borehole probe
- shear pin connection to dummy cable
- steel dummy cable on aluminum spool
- cable mounts on borehole frame
- various lengths to 2600m on 3 spool sizes
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Ontario
42C14NW8823 2.14664 SHABOTIK RIVER 900

Ministry of Ministere du Mining Lands Branch
Northern Development Developpement du Nord Geoscience Approvals Section
and Mines et des Mines JJJ "^ ̂

Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: 
Fax:

(705) 670-5853 
(705) 670-5863

November 17, 1992 Our File: 2.14664 
Transaction /W9240.140

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development
and Mines
435 James Street South
Thunder Bay, Ontario
P7C 5G6

Dear Sir/Madam:

Subject: APPROVAL OF ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS ON MINING CLAIMS 
TB1056286 ET AL. IN SHABOTIK TOWNSHIP

The assessment work credits for the Geophysical survey filed under 
Section 14 of the Mining Act Regulations have been approved as 
originally filed.

Please disregard the Notice of Deficiency dated September 29, 1992. 

The approval date is November 13, 1992. 

Please indicate this approval on

Yours sincerely,

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Brai eh"
Mines and Minerals Division

GIS - ASSESSMENT FILES 

l 1993JAN

Enclosures:

cc: Resident Geologist
Thunder Bay, Ontario

Assessment Files Office 
Toronto, Ontario
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Northern Development
and Mines

)ntarto

Report of Work Conducted 
After Recording Claim

Mining Act

Transaction Numb*

in/jfiii^kM^
trsonal information collected on this form Is obtained under the authority of the MlrrtngActTr4slntofrMtkx^wMbeueedforcorrespofrieooe. QuTstlonssbout 
is coSectlon should be directed to the Provincial Manager, Mining Lands, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, Fourth Floor, 180 Cedar Street, 
jdbury, Ontario. P3E SAS, telephone (705) S70-7264. ^ -

latructtons: Please type or print and submit In duplicate.
Refer to the Mining Act and Regulations for requirements of filing assessment work or consult the Mining
Recorder.
A separate copy of this form must be completed for each Work Group.
Technical reports and maps must accompany this form in duplicate.
A sketch, showing the claims the work is assigned to, must accompany this form.

/ortc Performed (Chock One Work Group Only)
WorkGroup

V 'fSeotechnlceJ Survey

lysicai woot,
inctudlno Drilling

Rehabilitation

Other Authorized
*a|a J,nw K

Assays
Assignment from 
n0QvfVv

Type

^j^x^^*?x^tA fa^sz^ ^^^)J **Z5SZ*ZKx*rx

T 4 Ut/

Vjit.e.1 AuAumAnt Work Claimed on the Attached Statement of Coat* |. lll .l ,ll,,l ,,... ^F^ " ''/^ ' ^ '-^-

K-

tot*: The Minister may reject for assessment work credit ali or part of the assessment work submitted if the recorded 
holder cannot verify expenditures claimed in the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.

'arsons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Give Name and Address of Author of Report)

ittach i schedule H necessary)

Certification of Beneficial Interest. * See Note No. 1 on reverse side
MINING LANDS BK

l osrtHy that at the time the work was performed, the claims covered In this work 
report were recorded In the current holder's name or held under a beneficial Interest 
by the current recorded holder._________ ^^

Recorded Holder or Agent (Signature)

*rtmcatlon of Work Report
l certify that l have a personal knowledge of the facts set forth In this Work report, having performed the work or witnessed same during and/or after 
fts completion and annexed report is true. __
VTM and Address of Pereon certifying

TC C Ud 9 IflP 26,

*41 (KM1)
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Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mine*

du
du Nord

et de* mlnea

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit
Etat des coflts aux fins 
du crddlt devaluation
Mining Act/Lol tur le* mine*

Transaction NoJN* da transaction

Personal Information collected on thto form to obtained under tht authority 
3* the Mining Act. Thl* Information will b* uaad to maintain a record and 
angotag status o( the mining clalnX*). Question* about into collection should 
M directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands, Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines. 4th Floor, 159 Cedar Street, Sudbury, Ontario 
ne. 6AS. telephone (70S) 670-7264.

Les renselgnementa personnels contenus dana la prteente tormule sent 
recueiltts en vertu de la Let eur lee mlnea et aerviront a lenlr a jour un regtotre 
des concessions rrUnleres. Adrewer toute queelton sur la ooNece de ces 
renselgnements au chef provincial des terrains mWers, ministere du 
Developpement du Nord et des Mines. 1S9, rue Cedar, 4* etage, Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6AS. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/CoOts directs

Type

Wages 
SeWrea

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Pees 
Piottade

et d* 1'expert-

tuBBlis Uaed 
PoumNure*

Equipment 
Mental 
Location de 
materiel

Description

Labour 
Maln-d'oeuvre
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur le terrain

Typt Gtzx^W^S^^

^^f̂ ^G

Type

Type

Amount 
Montant

~32S**-.,8

A*W*C*

Total Direct Costa 
Total des coQts directs

Totato 
Total global

p

#28*.*

j&s&t

2. Indirect Costt/CoQt* Indirect*
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work. 
Pour le remboursement de* travaux d* rehabilitation, to* 
coOts indirect* ne sont pas admisslbtos en tarn que travaux 
devaluation.

Type

Transportation 
Transport

Foodand
Loofllno 
Nounttureet 
htbergement
iloDiftostlon and 

Mobilisation et

Description
Typ* s~? ^^s*^^^f^^L.yjd 
L'&j* 1̂ ^^ ̂ T^''TTS-)S

^r'f^&z S^^

Amount 
Montant

•5^-^-J

*VM

Sub Total of Indirect Coat* 
Total partial de* coot* Indirect*

Amount Allowable (not greater then Mtt of Direct Costs) 
Montant admissible (n'excedent pas M H de* coots dkecta)

(Total of Direct and AHowebto fMMUt 
Indlraet coats) (TeW d** e

itoducredN 
m 
DtoAneti

Totals 
Total global

.5^3^

98^/8

^9^^P 9^^~\

&W2.2
ft In

tote: The recorded holder will be required to verify expendituB) Jfjtyfim Irr l \ /lg*aj'i* Wutalre enr egistre sera tenu de verifier to* depenees demandees dans 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for VerlmaMrf BC ' V t L* present etat des coOts dans lea 30 jours sulvant une demande a cet 
verification Is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work effet. SI la verification n'eet pas effectuee, to mlntotre peut rejeter tout
all or part of the assessment work submitted. MI i ni 100-5 ou une partie des travaux d'evaluatton presented.

Hllng Oiacounta MINiiMG LANDS SRXffCPfur depot

Work filed within two years of completion l* claimed at 10044 of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
KWfe of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Total Value ot Assessment Credit Total Assessment Claimed
x 0.50

Les travaux deposed dans las deux ans suivant tour achievement sont 
rembourste a 100 ̂  de la vatour totato susmentionnee du credit devaluation.

OD

Les travaux deposes trois, quatre ou cinq ana apres leur achievement 
sont rembourses a 50 ^ de la valevBotaje du credit devaluation 
susmenttonne. Voir lea cateuls ckleltous.: - -

Vatour totato du credit d'evaluatton
x 0,50

CO Evajyaji^n totato demandee

Certification Verifying Statement of Coat*

hereby certify:
hat the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
vere Incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
w the accompanying Report of Work form.

hat! (Reeoided Holder, Agent, Petition in

o make this certification

S/&4&&.
lin Company)

Attestation d* I'etat de* coOts Ĥ*
J'atteste par la presente :
que le* montants indiques sont le plus exact possible et que ces 
depenses ont et* engages* pour effectuer le* travaux devaluation 
sur tes terrains indiques dans la formula de rapport de travail ci-joint.

am authorized Et qu'a. titre de je suis autorise
(WuWre enragistre. lepreMntant, posts ooeupe dans Is eompsgnto)

4 faire cette attestation.

yktt
Skjnsture

Note : Dan* cette tormuto, lonqu'D designs des pereonnes, to maacuUn eet uMto* au sen* neutre
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